**DETAIl 1**
TRAFFICABLE EDGE
Paving adjacent to kerb edge

**DETAIl 2**
NON-TRAFFICABLE EDGE
Paving adjacent to kerb edge

**DETAIl 3**
NON-TRAFFICABLE EDGE
Unrestricted edge
Paving adjacent to existing lawn or sand

**DETAIl 4**
NON-TRAFFICABLE EDGE
Restricted edge
Paving adjacent to existing structures or restraint

**DETAIl 5**
NON-TRAFFICABLE EDGE
Paving tying into existing paving

**DETAIl 6**
TRAFFICABLE EDGE
Paving tying into concrete edge beam

**NOTES**
1. All dimensions are in millimetres.
2. If brick colour not specified on drawings:
   - For herring bone pattern use Midland brick 'Red' or similar approved colour.
   - For header use Midland brick 'Golden Dune' or similar approved colour.
3. All pavers to be heavy duty unless specified otherwise.
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